Apply Your Knowledge

Accept or Reject?
Write an A next to the food items you should accept. Write an R next to the food items you should reject.

1. Chicken received at an internal temperature of 50°F (10°C)
2. Can of red kidney beans with a small dent on one side of the can
3. Shell eggs received at an air temperature of 45°F (7°C)
4. Fresh salmon with flesh that springs back when touched
5. Bag of flour that is dry but has a watermark on it
6. Live oysters without shellstock identification tags
7. Frozen meat with large ice crystals on the packaging
8. Milk received at 50°F (10°C)
9. Mozzarella cheese with small spots of mold
10. Vacuum-packed bacon with the seal broken but no other obvious damage

For answers, please turn to page 5.18.